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A stellar stream remnant of a globular 
cluster below the metallicity floor

Nicolas F. Martin1,2 ✉, Kim A. Venn3, David S. Aguado4,5,6, Else Starkenburg7, Jonay I. González 
Hernández5,8, Rodrigo A. Ibata1, Piercarlo Bonifacio9, Elisabetta Caffau9, Federico Sestito3, 
Anke Arentsen1, Carlos  Allende Prieto5,8, Raymond G. Carlberg10, Sébastien Fabbro3,11, 
Morgan Fouesneau2, Vanessa Hill12, Pascale Jablonka9,13, Georges Kordopatis12, 
Carmela Lardo14, Khyati Malhan15, Lyudmila I. Mashonkina16, Alan W. McConnachie11, 
Julio F. Navarro3, Rubén  Sánchez-Janssen17, Guillaume F. Thomas5,8, Zhen Yuan1 & 
Alessio Mucciarelli14,18

Stellar ejecta gradually enrich the gas out of which subsequent stars form, making the 
least chemically enriched stellar systems direct fossils of structures formed in the early 
Universe1. Although a few hundred stars with metal content below 1,000th of the solar 
iron content are known in the Galaxy2–4, none of them inhabit globular clusters, some of 
the oldest known stellar structures. These show metal content of at least approximately 
0.2% of the solar metallicity ([Fe/H] ≳ − 2.7). This metallicity floor appears universal5,6, 
and it has been proposed that protogalaxies that merged into the galaxies we observe 
today were simply not massive enough to form clusters that survived to the present day7. 
Here we report observations of a stellar stream, C-19, whose metallicity is less than 0.05% 
of the solar metallicity ([Fe/H] = − 3.38± 0.06 (statistical)± 0.20 (systematic)). The low 
metallicity dispersion and the chemical abundances of the C-19 stars show that this 
stream is the tidal remnant of the most metal-poor globular cluster ever discovered,  
and is significantly below the purported metallicity floor: clusters with significantly lower 
metallicities than observed today existed in the past and contributed their stars to the 
Milky Way halo.

The C-19 stellar stream is a grouping of stars in the Milky Way halo that 
share a common orbital motion around the Galaxy and was discovered 
through the application of the STREAMFINDER algorithm8 to the astro-
metric data of Gaia Early Data Release 3 (ref. 9). The stellar structure 
has a very low density and extends over approximately 15° on the sky. 
The reality of the stellar stream was confirmed via the photometric 
metallicities (solar-scaled iron content, [Fe/H]) of the Pristine survey10, 
which revealed the coherent and extremely low metallicity of candidate 
member stars. Especially for the brighter stars, a regime with little 
expected contamination, the Pristine photometric metallicities exhibit 
a very coherent metallicity at an extremely metal-poor level. Selecting 
stars with Gaia proper motions similar to those of the STREAMFINDER 
sample yields the colour-magnitude diagram (CMD) of stars associated 
with the structure at high significance, shown in Fig. 1. The CMD of the 
stream displays a sparsely populated but well-defined red giant branch 
that extends into a main-sequence turn-off at the faint end of the data, 
along with a clear, and very blue, horizontal branch. These features are 
typical of old and metal-poor globular clusters. Correcting for stars that 

are fainter than the magnitude limit of the sample, we estimate that 
the total luminosity and stellar mass of the C-19 progenitor are at least 
3.9 × 103 L⊙ and 0.8 × 104 M⊙, respectively, at the favoured heliocentric 
distance of 18 kpc (Methods). This can only be a lower limit as the C-19 
stream may extend over a larger region of the sky but with lower densi-
ties that prevent its detection at this stage. This mass is, however, quite 
typical for halo globular clusters11.

We performed spectroscopic observations of eight member stars 
with two telescopes and two spectrographs (Gemini and the Gemini 
Remote Access to CFHT ESPaDOnS Spectrograph (GRACES), and Gran 
Telescopio Canarias (GTC) and the Optical System for Imaging and 
low-Intermediate-Resolution Integrated Spectroscopy (OSIRIS)) to 
determine the nature of the C-19 progenitor and refine the orbit of the 
stream (Methods). The brightest of those stars was also observed and 
analysed in the very metal-poor star sample obtained with the Large 
Sky Area Multi-Object Fibre Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST)3. The 
spectra of all eight of our Pristine-selected very metal-poor member 
stars ([Fe/H] < –2.0) yield radial velocities that are in agreement with 
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the predictions from STREAMFINDER and therefore confirm that they 
are stream members. A ninth star, with a significantly greater Pristine 
metallicity, has a discrepant radial velocity and is confirmed to be an 
outlier. The kinematics of the eight member stars show that C-19 follows 
an orbit deep in the potential well of the Milky Way, with a pericentre 
of approximately 7 kpc and an apocentre of approximately 27 kpc, 
on a plane that is almost polar with respect to the Milky Way plane 
(Methods).

Spectroscopic metallicities were determined for all eight con-
firmed C-19 member stars (Methods). These metallicities are dis-
played in Fig. 2, and high-resolution spectra for three stars from the 
Gemini–GRACES facility are shown in Fig. 3. These results unam-
biguously confirm the extremely low metallicity of C-19, with mean 
metallicity [Fe/H] = − 3.38 ± 0.06 (statistical) ± 0.20 (systematic). Such 
a low global metallicity has so far never been observed for any stellar 
system in the Milky Way, in its surroundings or beyond.

We are able to place a stringent limit on the unresolved metallicity 
dispersion of these eight stars, with σ[Fe/H] < 0.18 at the 95% confidence 
level. This strongly suggests that the C-19 progenitor was a globular 
cluster, and not a dwarf galaxy, because the latter would exhibit a large 
metallicity dispersion stemming from multiple bursts of star forma-
tion12,13. In addition, the mean metallicity of C-19 is significantly below 
the mean metallicity expected for dwarf galaxies at this luminosity14.

A dispersion in the sodium abundances provides even more 
compelling evidence that C-19 is a disrupted globular cluster. The 
high-resolution spectra for three member stars of C-19 were used to 
determine high-precision chemical abundances (Methods). We find the 

[Na/Mg] ratios vary by a factor of 3 between these stars. These variations 
are typical of stars in ancient globular clusters15,16, most probably due 
to exposure to high-temperature hydrogen burning, and possibly due 
to multiple or extended star formation in early epochs. These chemical 
signatures are rarely seen in Galactic halo stars or in low-luminosity 
dwarf galaxies17. These sodium variations can even be seen directly 
from the difference in Na i line strengths in Fig. 3.

For extremely metal-poor stars ([Fe/H] < –3.0), the heavy 
neutron-capture element abundances, such as those of barium, pro-
vide another chemical signature of their origins. At these metallici-
ties, stars that form in low-luminosity dwarf galaxies typically have 
very low [Ba/Fe] ratios18, other than a few which have been enriched 
by a rare rapid-neutron capture process, such as a compact binary 
merger19 (for example, Reticulum II (ref. 20) or Tucana III (ref. 21)). Given 
the signal-to-noise ratio of the GRACES spectra, we can measure bar-
ium only in one star (Pristine_355.13+27.98), where [Ba/Fe] is near the 
solar ratio, consistent with typical values in globular cluster stars22. 
We can also rule out highly enriched barium abundances in the two 
other stars observed with GRACES. Carbon provides another clue to 
the origins of the C-19 stars, because 40% of field halo stars in the Gal-
axy are carbon-rich in the metallicity range considered23. None of the 
six C-19 stars with carbon measurements from our OSIRIS spectra is 
enhanced ([C/Fe] < 0.70 in all cases, although the uncertainties are 
relatively large). Although this will have to be confirmed through more 
accurate measurements, it may further suggest that the C-19 progenitor 
formed from gas enriched differently from that of typical extremely 
metal-poor halo stars24. Overall, the chemical signatures of our sample 
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Fig. 1 | Properties of the C-19 member stars. a, CMD of the C-19 stream in Gaia 
magnitudes BP, RP and G. The 56 stars are colour-coded by their photometric 
metallicity as measured in the Pristine survey (small symbols) or their 
spectroscopic metallicity (large symbols) from spectra obtained with LAMOST 
(star symbols), Gemini–GRACES (circles) or GTC–OSIRIS (squares). The Pristine 
metallicities unambiguously show that C-19 is very metal-poor and helps to 
remove the few contaminants with higher metallicities ([Fe/H]Pristine > –2.5 
shown with red, smaller symbols and removed in b, c; see Methods). Hollow 
circles denote stars with no metallicity measurement but that have a proper 
motion consistent with the C-19 stream in this region of the sky. These stars 
show the clear and very blue horizontal branch of the system and also include a 
few probable members along the red giant branch. The grey track is a 13-Gyr 

PARSEC isochrone with the lowest available metallicity ([M/H] = −2.2), at the 
favoured heliocentric distance of 18 kpc. Despite a metallicity that is 
significantly greater than the spectroscopic metallicity of C-19, this isochrone 
provides a good match to the member stars because of the low sensitivity of the 
Gaia colour to metallicity changes in this metal-poor regime. b, Distribution of 
C-19 candidate member stars on the sky, in Galactic coordinates. A blue horizontal 
branch star candidate, located at (l,b) = (94.6o, –52.7o) and notably detached 
from the rest of the stream stars, is not  represented here but could indicate 
that C-19 is at least 15° longer than shown here. c, Radial velocities, vr, of 
confirmed C-19 stars with spectra. In b, c, the dot-dashed grey lines represent 
the calculated track of the C-19 orbit (Methods). In a–c, the error bars represent 
the uncertainties, calculated as ±1σ Gaussian standard deviations.
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of stars reinforce our conclusion that the progenitor of the C-19 stream 
was a globular cluster with metallicity significantly below the current 
globular cluster metallicity floor.

The extremely low metallicity of the C-19 progenitor helps reduce 
discrepancies in our understanding of the metallicity distribution 
function of the Milky Way stellar halo. Assuming that the contri-
bution of globular clusters to the Milky Way halo is the same at all 

metallicities, there is a dearth of globular clusters with [Fe/H] < −2.5, 
with none observed but approximately five expected from the metal-
licity of halo stars25. Our discovery of a cluster stream, significantly 
below that metallicity floor, in addition to other recently discov-
ered globular cluster stellar streams that are close to the metallicity  
floor6,26, shows that more metal-poor clusters formed at early times 
but did not survive their tidal interactions with the Milky Way. 
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Fig. 2 | Metallicity properties of C-19 and its stars observed by 
spectroscopy. a, Spectroscopic metallicities [Fe/H] calculated for eight 
members of C-19. The different colours and symbols denote spectra obtained 
with the different telescopes, instruments and/or surveys listed at the top.  
The two brightest stars were observed with two different facilities each.  
b, Probability distribution functions of the mean and dispersion of the 
metallicities of C-19 stars, assuming they follow a Gaussian distribution. The 
individual uncertainties in the measurements are taken into account and stars 
observed twice had their measurements combined, weighted by their 

individual uncertainties. c, d, The marginalized probability distribution 
functions for the two parameters mean (c) and dispersion (d) . The dotted lines 
in c represent the uncertainties (Gaussian standard deviation) on the derived 
metallicity, and in d the dotted line highlights the 95% confidence level (CL).  
e, Metallicity distribution of all known globular clusters of the Milky Way11.  
The metallicity of the C-19 progenitor is highlighted in red, along with the 
metallicity of the recently discovered Phoenix stream6, the lowest-metallicity 
stellar stream from a globular cluster known to date.
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Fig. 3 | High-resolution GRACES spectra for three members of C-19. a, The 
spectral range around the region of the Mg triplet. b, The spectral region 
around the Na doublet. All three stars have very similar stellar parameters, 
showing similarities in the Mg i and Fe ii absorption features, but a significantly 
lower Na i line strength in Pristine_355.27+27.74. The spectra are labelled with 
the target name, along with the inferred effective temperature, log surface 

gravity and signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum at 600 nm. The strong lines 
labelled ‘ISM’ in b correspond to sodium absorption by the interstellar medium 
and are unrelated to the C-19 stars. The deeper lines of the standard star  
HD 122563, which has similar stellar parameters32 and [Fe/H] = –2.8, confirm 
that the C-19 stars are markedly more metal-poor.
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Intriguingly, the recent realization that a globular cluster with metal-
licity [Fe/H] = –2.9 currently orbits the Andromeda galaxy27 could also 
indicate that such low-metallicity structures may have survived until 
the present day in other environs.

The orbit of C-19 has an apocentre of only approximately 27 kpc, 
which suggests a very early accretion onto the Milky Way, when the 
Milky Way’s potential well was shallower than it is now. However, if this 
is the case, it is puzzling that the C-19 stellar stream can still be identi-
fied as a coherent structure to this day. The relatively short orbital 
time (less than 0.5 Gyr) and the expected presence of baryonic or dark 
matter substructures that should further dynamically heat the stellar 
stream28 would both work to disperse the stream into the smooth Milky 
Way stellar halo. This process may well have already happened, and 
could explain the stream’s full width (approximately 600 pc) and radial 
velocity dispersion (approximately 7 km s−1 from the three GRACES 
stars that have accurate velocities and are located close together); 
both are notably larger than what is usually measured for globular 
cluster streams (less than 100 pc and 1–3 km s−1, respectively29,30). 
Alternatively, or in addition, the C-19 orbit crossing the disk multiple 
times over the last 1 Gyr (Methods) could have also heated the stream.  
It will be fascinating to explore the processes that could have shielded 
the C-19 progenitor for long enough so that its stream is still visible 
today. For example, it may have been born in its own host galaxy, which 
partly shielded C-19 from destructive interactions with the Milky Way. 
Hunting for host stars on orbits similar to that of the C-19 stream could 
help to constrain this scenario.

Finally, the C-19 progenitor provides an intriguing window into the 
formation of globular clusters at very early times. Galaxies are expected 
to grow hierarchically, and to be enriched gradually as more and more 
stars form and evolve. The very existence of C-19 proves that globular 
clusters must have been able to form in the lowest-metallicity environ-
ments as the first galactic structures were assembling. The time evolu-
tion of scaling relations between the mass of a galaxy and its 
metallicity, built from galaxy-evolution simulations7,31, implies that the 
C-19 progenitor must have formed within at most the first 2–3 Gyr after 
the formation of the Universe. After that period, no galaxy is expected 
to still host sufficiently low metallicity gas to have formed a system like 
C-19. Furthermore, the same scaling relations between metallicity and 
stellar mass indicate that potential C-19 hosts should have had 
extremely low masses (less than about M4.5 × 104

⊙), regardless of the 
formation time31. Given our mass estimate of M0.8 × 104

⊙ or greater, 
the star-formation event that led to the C-19 progenitor must have 
represented a large fraction of all stars present in the host galaxy at 
that time. This is compelling evidence that structures such as C-19 
provide strong constraints on galaxy and globular cluster formation 
models at the earliest times.
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Methods

Discovery of the C-19 stream
The C-19 stream was discovered8 as a grouping of stars along the same 
orbit by application of the STREAMFINDER algorithm33 to Early Data 
Release 3 of the European Space Agency’s Gaia space mission9. A list 
of all those stars is given in Extended Data Table 1. The C-19 stars span 
approximately 15° on the sky, centred near (l, b) = (107o, –37o), as shown 
in Fig. 1b. The STREAMFINDER analysis favours a heliocentric distance 
of approximately 18 kpc for this system, confirmed by the combined 
orbital analysis of the full sample of probable members (see later). As 
can be seen in Fig. 1, the full width of the stream is approximately 2°, or 
approximately 600 pc at the favoured distance. This is large for a typi-
cal globular cluster stream, indicating that C-19 was probably heated 
during its orbiting of the Milky Way and/or that it was already tidally 
disrupted in its (putative) host dwarf galaxy34,35.

The Pristine survey10 overlaps the region where C-19 stars are found 
by the STREAMFINDER algorithm, and their combined analysis indi-
cates that C-19 has a very coherent metallicity signal36 in the extremely 
low metallicity range ([Fe/H]Pristine < –3.0), as shown in Extended Data 
Fig. 1, although contamination creeps in for faint magnitude (G0 > 19.0, 
represented by small symbols in Extended Data Fig. 1; see also Fig. 1). 
The mean metallicity of those stars, determined from a σ-clipping pro-
cedure, converges on ⟨[Fe/H] ⟩ = − 3.51 ± 0.05.Pristine From the photo-
metric metallicities measured with the Pristine survey, it can already 
be concluded that C-19 is probably the most metal-poor stellar structure 
ever discovered. Pristine metallicities can also be used to flag signifi-
cantly more metal-rich outliers with [Fe/H]Pristine > –2.5, as rejected by 
the σ-clipping procedure (stars shown in red in Fig. 1).

Mass
We first note that the mass of the C-19 stream that we estimate here from 
its discovered member stars can only be a lower limit of the true mass 
of C-19 because it is unlikely that we have discovered the full track of 
the stream  and its stars may extend much further than detected here.  
To estimate the mass of C-19, we summed the fluxes of all likely member 
stars shown in the CMD in Fig. 1. These correspond to Pristine-selected 
stars with [Fe/H]Pristine < –2.5, complemented with all stars that share the 
proper motion of the C-19 stars in this part of the sky and have a Gaia 
parallax measurement that is consistent with zero (hollow circles in 
Fig. 1). All those stars have colour-magnitude properties that are very 
consistent with the C-19 CMD.

The total observed flux from all these stars with G0 < 18.0, where we 
are quite confident the data are complete and suffer from little contami-
nation, is 2.2 × 103 L⊙. Correcting for fainter stars by using the luminosity 
function37 associated with the isochrone shown in Fig. 1, we find that the 
total luminosity of C-19 is at least 3.9 × 103 L⊙. Model mass-to-light ratios 
of very old stellar populations38 imply M/L = 2–3 and, consequently, 
that the mass of C-19 is at least approximately 0.8 × 104 M⊙.

We also used an alternative method to derive the total flux and mass 
of C-19, relying this time on star counts. We determined the typical 
luminosity of a system with the age, metallicity and distance properties  
of the isochrone displayed in Fig. 1 and that hosts the number of 
stars observed in C-19 above G0 = 18.0 (18 stars). This analysis yields 
a slightly smaller average total luminosity (2.7 × 103 L⊙) but with a 
long tail towards higher fluxes that includes the value determined 
previously.

Heliocentric distance
For each star that STREAMFINDER highlights as a probable member of 
a stream, the algorithm determines a most likely heliocentric distance, 
based on the local distribution of stars on the sky, in proper motion 
space and in CMD space. Although these distances are not individually 
precise, they provide, as an ensemble, a first guess for the distance to 
a stream. In the case of C-19, STREAMFINDER assigns a heliocentric 

distance of between 16 and 22 kpc for significant members, with no 
obvious distance gradient in the region over which C-19 was discovered.

We confirmed this rough distance estimate using the blue horizontal 
branch stars of C-19 that are shown in the CMD as triangles in Fig. 1a. 
Following equation (7) of Deason et al.39, we calculated an average 
distance of 17.5 kpc from these seven blue horizontal branch stars. It 
should, however, be noted that the relation between the colour and 
the absolute magnitude of blue horizontal branch stars has been cali-
brated only for systems with [Fe/H] > –2.3 and that this relation could 
be biased for C-19 stars that are in the extremely metal-poor regime.

An independent measure of the heliocentric distance is obtained 
from Gaia parallaxes when those are used to fit for the best C-19 orbit 
(see later). In this case, the favoured orbit has a distance of 20.9 ± 0.3 kpc 
(±1σ Gaussian uncertainties) but relies on parallaxes that are, individu-
ally, very small, and could therefore be prone to systematic biases, 
despite the average parallax zero-point offset being taken into 
account40.

As a consequence, we kept the distance constraint loose when esti-
mating the chemical abundances of C-19 stars and checked the results 
for distances of 16, 18 and 20 kpc. A distance of 18 kpc is marginally 
favoured to minimize the difference between the Fe i and Fe ii abun-
dances. This distance is compatible with the most metal-poor PARSEC 
isochrone, as shown in Fig. 1, and this is the distance we assume for 
C-19 for the analysis presented in this article. Further studies and the 
potential discovery of stars beyond the currently known extent of C-19 
may help refine the distance to the stream.

Orbit
We calculated the orbit of the C-19 stream using a procedure detailed 
elsewhere8,41 that was developed for STREAMFINDER detections.  
The sample of stars is the same as before: probable members identified 
by STREAMFINDER without stars that show [Fe/H]Pristine > –2.5. Extended 
Data Figure 2 shows the best orbit in two cases: when the (small) Gaia 
parallax information of probable stream stars is used, which results 
in a distance of 20.9 ± 0.3 kpc (dashed line Extended Data Fig. 2) or 
when the distance is anchored at 18 kpc, as favoured by the system’s 
blue horizontal branch stars and the consistency of the Fe i versus Fe ii 
abundances (dotted line). Both solutions use the proper motions and 
spatial locations of all C-19 members identified by STREAMFINDER, 
along with the radial velocity of the eight stars for which we obtained 
spectra (see later). Over the approximately 15° covered by C-19, these 
two orbital solutions give very similar results. As shown in Extended 
Data Fig. 2d, determining the velocity gradient of C-19 using more 
accurate radial velocities will help pin down the distance to the system.

For both solutions, C-19 is on a remarkably polar orbit that is almost 
perpendicular to the Galactic plane and remains within the inner confines 
of the Milky Way with a pericentre of 7.0 kpc and an apocentre of 27.4 kpc 
for the distance-anchored orbit (10.8 kpc and 27.4 kpc, respectively, for 
the orbital solution constrained by the Gaia parallaxes). The C-19 orbit is 
slightly prograde and does not share the same plane as any of the growing 
number of stellar streams on polar orbits (Sagittarius, Cetus or LMS-1).

Spectroscopy
Spectra were obtained for eight stars in C-19 and one star that, as 
expected from the Pristine metallicities, turned out to be a field con-
taminant (Extended Data Table 2). These include high-resolution 
spectra (R approximately 45,000) for three C-19 stars observed with 
GRACES42,43, at the 8.1-m Gemini-North telescope on Mauna Kea on 
Hawaii (United States), and medium-resolution spectra (R approxi-
mately 2,400) for seven targets (including one observed with GRACES) 
observed with the OSIRIS spectrograph mounted on the 10.4-m GTC 
at Roque de los Muchachos Observatory on La Palma (Spain). Exami-
nation of the LAMOST database also revealed a good spectrum of the 
brightest star associated with C-19 (Pristine_355.32+27.59), which we 
also observed with GTC–OSIRIS.
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GRACES spectra
The Gemini–GRACES spectra were taken as part of a Large and Long 
Program (GN-2020B-LP-102, principal investigator K.A.V.) between  
22 December 2020 and 6 January 2021. The two-fibre (object plus sky) 
mode was used, and the data were initially reduced with the Gemini 
Open-source Pipeline for ESPaDOnS Reduction and Analysis (OPERA)44. 
Additional steps were taken to improve the final one-dimensional spec-
tra, including increasing the signal-to-noise ratio in the overlapping 
order region by combining overlapping orders, inversely weighting 
the flux values by the noise values and improving the continuum nor-
malization using an asymmetric σ-clipping routine32. The full spectral 
range is from approximately 4,500 Å to approximately 1 µm; however, 
light below 4,800 Å is severely limited by poor transmission through 
the very long optical fibre. Radial velocities were determined from a 
cross-correlation with a high signal-to-noise ratio Gemini–GRACES 
spectrum of the metal-poor standard star HD 122563. The target infor-
mation, exposure times, radial velocities, and signal-to-noise ratio of 
the final combined spectra are listed in Extended Data Table 2.

Effective temperatures were derived from the GBP – GRP colour, cor-
rected for reddening45,46. We used a colour-temperature calibration 
based on the infrared flux method temperatures47, updated for the Gaia 
photometry Early Data Release 3 (ref. 48). Surface gravities were com-
puted from the Stefan–Boltzmann equation for an assumed distance 
of 18 kpc and a stellar mass of 0.8 M⊙. Finally, we computed bolometric 
corrections using a new grid of ATLAS models (A.M. et al., manuscript 
in preparation). Our analysis of 30 similar metal-poor red giants with 
Gemini–GRACES spectra showed that the typical uncertainties in these 
stellar parameters are ±100 K in effective temperature and ±0.1 dex in 
log gravity32. We use these uncertainties here as well. Microturbulence 
was initially determined from the relationship with surface gravity 
for giants49; however, raising the initial values slightly (+0.2 km s−1) 
helped to flatten the slope observed in the Fe i line abundances versus 
their equivalent width measurements. These stellar parameters are 
listed in Extended Data Table 3. Obtaining precision stellar parameters 
for extremely metal-poor benchmark stars on the red giant branch is 
currently a serious challenge32,50,51. The uncertainties on the stellar 
parameters and our previous analysis of similar stars and data imply 
that the quoted [Fe/H] metallicities have systematic uncertainties at 
the level of ±0.2 dex.

Chemical abundances were determined with the one-dimensional 
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) ATLAS12 (ref. 52) model atmos-
pheres and the MOOG spectrum synthesis code53,54. The spectral lines 
examined are listed in Extended Data Table 4, including their equivalent 
width measurements and atomic data from linemake55. The abundance 
uncertainties were estimated from the stellar parameter uncertainties, 
added in quadrature with an equivalent width measurement uncer-
tainty. The latter were estimated from the standard deviation in the 
Fe i abundances divided by the square root of the number of lines of 
species X; that is, σ(Fe i)/ NX .

Departures from LTE are known to affect several atomic species (that 
is, Na i, Ca i, Cr i and Fe i) in metal-poor red giant stars due to the impact 
of the stellar radiation field on the statistical populations. Non-LTE 
(NLTE) corrections were determined from the INSPECT56 and MPIA57–61 
databases, and privately by L.I.M. These are reported for individual 
lines in Extended Data Table 4. As all three stars have very similar stellar 
parameters, the NLTE corrections are similar for all three stars. They 
are applied in Extended Data Table 3. Only Fe ii is unaffected by NLTE 
corrections, and we find it is also much less sensitive to uncertainties 
in the stellar parameters than the other elements (particularly Fe i). 
Calibrations for the extremely metal-poor benchmark stars on the 
red giant branch50 also reveal Fe i is far more sensitive to uncertainties 
in their stellar parameters. For these reasons, we use log(Fe ii/H) as 
representative of the metallicity in the three GRACES stars (regardless 
that it is determined from only one or two lines, compared with Fe i). 

All abundances are scaled relative to the solar values62, such that [X/
Fe] = [log(X/H) – log(Fe/H)]* – [log(X/H) – log(Fe/H)]⊙.

OSIRIS spectra
Director’s Discretionary Time (GTC12-20BDDT) was used to collect spec-
tra for fainter C-19 stars with the OSIRIS spectrograph at the GTC over 
the period from 19 January 2021 to 24 January 2021 for a total of approxi-
mately 6 h, including overheads. OSIRIS was used in longslit mode, with 
the 2500U grating to cover a wavelength range of 3,440–4,610 Å, with 
a 1.0-arcsec slit and 2 × 2 binning, leading to a resolving power, R, of 
approximately 2,400. For the five fainter targets, two observing blocks 
of 1,500 s each were used, and only one observing block of 600 and 300 s 
was used for the two brighter objects (Extended Data Table 2).

The data reduction was performed with the onedspec package within 
the IRAF environment63. The individual spectra were normalized with 
a third-order cubic spline with the continuum task in the IRAF environ-
ment. A high-quality spectrum of the extremely metal-poor, bright 
star G64-12 from previous GTC–OSIRIS observation programmes64,65 
was used as a template spectrum to derive the radial velocities of the 
C-19 candidate stars. We first cross-correlated the brightest target 
in our sample, Pristine_355.32+27.59, for which there is also a LAM-
OST spectrum, with the spectrum of G64-12. This was used to build a 
cross-correlation function with the IRAF task fxcor over the spectral 
range from 4,000 to 4,400 Å to minimize possible distortions of the 
cross-correlation function peak due to interstellar medium Ca ii fea-
tures. This resulted in a radial velocity of −191 ± 14 km s−1 (Extended 
Data Table 2), consistent with the value of −193.8 km s−1 (no uncertainty) 
from the LAMOST catalogue3.

Given the similarity in spectral type among the C-19 candidates, 
the remaining spectra were cross-correlated with the spectrum of 
Pristine_355.32+27.59. For each star, the weighted mean of the radial 
velocities from each individual spectrum was calculated along with 
the corresponding uncertainty. The final radial velocities of all C-19 
stars are given in Extended Data Table 2, with the radial velocity uncer-
tainties computed as the quadratic addition of the radial velocity 
uncertainty of each star and that of Pristine_355.32+27.59. The sample 
also includes an obvious outlier, Pristine_354.77+32.68, with veloc-
ity −49 ± 18 km s−1. This star also has high metallicity measured by the 
Pristine survey ([Fe/H]Pristine = –0.7), confirming that it is not a member 
of the C-19 structure. The mean radial velocity for the confirmed C-19 
members in the OSIRIS sample is −187.3 km s−1, with a standard deviation 
of approximately 8.0 km s−1, consistent with the results for the targets 
observed from Gemini–GRACES spectra.

Stellar parameters were determined with the same methods as for 
the Gemini–GRACES sample above; these are shown in Extended Data 
Table 5. Chemical abundances were determined with the FORTRAN 
FERRE code66. The bluest and noisy parts of the spectra (λ < 3,800Å) 
were removed and the spectra were normalized with a running mean 
filter with a width of 30 pixels64,65. For the model spectra, a grid of 
synthetic spectra previously computed67 with the ASSεT code68 was 
used, but was enlarged towards lower effective temperatures. Micro-
turbulence ξ = 2 km s−1) and α-element abundances ([α/Fe] = +0.4) 
were fixed, whereas carbon abundance ranged over a factor of  
5 ([C/M] = −1.0 to +4.0, where [M/H] represents the global metallic-
ity). It is possible to derive a carbon abundance using the G band near 
4,300 Å in these OSIRIS spectra, with [C/Fe] values listed in Extended 
Data Table 5.

The FERRE code is able to look for the best fit by using the Boender–
Timmer–Rinnoy Kan global algorithm69 to minimize the solution 
function. In addition, the overall metallicity, [M/H], derived with a 
spectral grid that assumes [α/M] = +0.4, can be refined by deriving 
a representative α-abundance, [Ca/H], based on the Ca H and K reso-
nance lines at 3,933 and 3,968 Å. We therefore used a FERRE option 
called ‘FErre Spectral WIndows’ (FESWI), which applies spectral 
masks in wavelength ranges with specific chemical information. In 



this case, we selected a spectral window of 50 pixels around the two 
resonance lines and ran FERRE to fit the spectrum for [Ca/H]. From 
there, we derived the iron abundance of each star by simply applying 
[Fe/H] = [M/H] – [Ca/M] + 0.4. The uncertainties on the resulting [Fe/H] 
values were determined from the quadratic sum of the uncertainties 
on [M/H] and [Ca/H]. Extended Data Figure 3 shows the OSIRIS spectra 
(black lines) together with the initial fits derived with FERRE (blue lines). 
The mean metallicity of the C-19 members from the OSIRIS sample 
alone is [Fe/H] = –3.33 and the stream has an unresolved metallicity 
dispersion.

As a sanity check, we also analysed the OSIRIS spectra with FERRE, 
but in a mode without any assumption on the stellar parameters. 
Although it can be difficult to determine these directly from the spec-
tra of extremely low metallicity stars that, apart from Ca H and K lines 
and Balmer lines, have only relatively weak features, the results yielded 
by this analysis are on the whole similar to those from the analysis with 
fixed stellar parameters.

Data availability
The data used in this article are listed in Extended Data Tables 1–5.

Code availability
The codes used for the analysis were not designed to be made public 
but can be requested from the corresponding author.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Pristine photometric information for all stars of the 
C-19 stream selected by STREAMFINDER and present in the Pristine survey. 
Large symbols represent stars with G0 < 19.0, for which the STREAMFINDER 
selection is very reliable, and small symbols represent stars fainter than this 
limit, which are more likely contaminated in the STREAMFINDER catalogue 
(see also Fig. 1). The lines represent model expectations as determined from 
the spectral libraries and filter response curves, without an assumption on 
whether the star is a dwarf or a giant10. Both model lines and data points are 

color-coded by their [Fe/H]Pristine metallicities. Most C-19 candidate members 
are located in the region that corresponds to metallicities below [Fe/H] = − 3.0 
(above the blue line). For the large data points, we specifically used a 
photometric metallicity model tailored to giant stars. Near the tip of the red 
giant branch, it deviates significantly from the generic model represented by 
the coloured lines and explains the higher metallicity of the right-most point 
compared with the models.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Favourite orbital solutions for the C-19 stream.  
The dashed line shows the orbit of C-19 constrained using the proper motions 
(red symbols in a, b) of C-19 members identified by STREAMFINDER, their Gaia 
parallaxes (c), their radial velocities when available (d) and their location on the 
sky compared with the distribution of extinction45 (e). The orbit determined 

without using the Gaia parallax information but instead anchoring the distance 
at 18 kpc is represented by the dotted line. f, g The two orbits, integrated for ±1 
Gyr, projected on the Galactic plane, and in the R–z plane. The thick red lines 
correspond to the part of the orbits that overlaps the observed C-19 member 
stars.



Extended Data Fig. 3 | Spectra of the C-19 member stars observed with 
OSIRIS, normalized using a running mean filter after removing the velocity 
signal in the rest frame (black lines), together with the best fit (blue lines) 

derived by adopting a fitting procedure. The metallicity, [Fe/H], computed 
from [M/H] and [Ca/H] is also indicated for each target (see the text for more 
details).
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Extended Data Table 1 | List of potential C-19 members from the STREAMFINDER sample

†When available the photometric metallicities from the Pristine survey are provided in this column. We note that, by construction10, the Pristine photometric metallicities do not go below 
= −[Fe/H] 4.0Pristine  and that the lessened sensitivity of the Pristine narrowband in this regime means that although stars can be flagged to have < −[Fe/H] 3.0, the actual photometric metallicity 

is less accurate in this regime than for stars with > −[Fe/H] 3.0. ‘HB’: candidate horizontal branch star. ‘Non-member’: considered a non-member on the basis of the Pristine metallicity 
> −([Fe/H] 2.5)Pristine  and not used in the analysis.



Extended Data Table 2 | Summary of observations for the C-19 candidate stars

αSignal-to-noise ratio (S/N) at 600 nm (Gemini–GRACES) and 420 nm (GTC–OSIRIS).
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Extended Data Table 3 | Spectroscopic parameters and one-dimensional LTE chemical abundances for the Gemini–GRACES 
spectra

The uncertainties of Fe i measurements correspond to the line-to-line scatter in the Fe i abundances only, whereas uncertainties on [Fe ii/H] and [X/Fe] combine the measurement uncertainties 
(as σ/ N) and the uncertainties due to the stellar parameters, added in quadrature. NLTE corrections are listed in Extended Data Table 2; the averaged NLTE corrections are applied here, other 
than for Na i, for which individual line calculations per star were applied. We adopt the metallicities for these stars from [Fe ii/H].



Extended Data Table 4 | Spectral lines and atomic data used for the chemical abundances for the Gemini–GRACES spectra

Equivalent widths are in milliångströms. As these three stars have very similar stellar parameters, a single NLTE abundance correction estimate is shown per line from three sources (where  
NLTE = log(X/H)NLTE – log(X/H)LTE). 
When lines could not be measured in all three stars, they are noted as ‘n’, ‘w’ or ‘b’, which refer to ‘noisy’, ‘weak’ and ‘blended’. 
αNLTE correction estimates from the INSPECT database (http://www.inspect-stars.com) and/or MPIA database (http://nlte.mpia.de). 
bNLTE corrections from the private calculations of L.I.M.72. Only the Na i NLTE corrections show some star-to-star variations due to the differences in the line strengths (the average from the three 
stars is reported here).

http://www.inspect-stars.com
http://nlte.mpia.de
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Extended Data Table 5 | Stellar parameters and abundances of C-19 stars observed with GTC–OSIRIS

Up and down arrows for log g values represent cases where FERRE reached the limit of the spectral model grid.
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